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IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS 
Carefully read the following important information regarding  

installation safety and maintenance. 
Keep these instructions for future reference. 
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GENERAL INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

A: GENERAL 
x Carefully unpack the hood but do not remove any

protective film until after installation to avoid
accidental damage or scratching. Place filters
somewhere safe for the same reason.

x Check for damage, and lay out the hood pieces and
parts.

x Range hoods do not come with wall or ceiling screws,
as the type of structure determines the type of screws.

x Check that you have the right tools. In addition to
marking and measuring tools, a hammer, screwdrivers,
pliers and scissors, you may need sheet metal sheers,
and wire strippers. Safety glasses are recommended.

B: ELECTRICAL CONNECTION 
x This range hood must be grounded. If the dwelling

wiring is not 2-wire with a ground wire, a ground must
be provided by the installer.

x Install a 5.08 X 10.16 cm (2‖ X 4‖) wall outlet box and
3-blade 125 Volts, 15 amp grounded receptacle.

x Use wire nuts to connect incoming ground, neutral and
hot.

x Push wires into the junction box and replace cover. Be
sure wires are not pinched.

C- INSTALLATION DISTANCE 
x Hood should be placed at a minimum distance from

the range top of:
– 61 cm (24‖) for electric cooking surface
– 76 cm (30‖) for Gas Cooking Surface

UNDERCABINET RANGE HOOD INSTALLATION 
x This range hood model is designed to be installed under kitchen cabinets.
x If replacing a different model, check the location of the air exhaust in case it does not line up with the new model;
x The ducting location may have to be adjusted to the existing wall opening;
x If the ventilation system is equipped with an external air duct with a different diameter, apply a reduction fitting.
x A 6‖ Ø or rectangular 3‖ X 10‖ ducting is recommended for maximum performance and safety.

Section A: Select venting option 

x This unit offers 2 venting options:
A- Top venting (vertical) using 6‖ round or rectangular 3‖ X 10‖ damper 
B- Rear venting (horizontal) using rectangular damper. 

A1- Top venting Roof Exhaust A2- Top venting Wall Exhaust B- Rear Venting 
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VENTING REQUIREMENTS

IMPORTANT:

• A minimum of 6” round or 3-1/4 x 10” rectangular duct (purchased separately) must be used to
maintain maximum airflow efficiency.

• Always use rigid type metal/aluminum ducts if available to maximize airflow when connecting to
provided duct.

• Please use Duct Run Calculation below to compute total available duct run when using elbows,
transitions and caps.

• ALWAYS, when possible, reduce the number or transitions and turns. If long duct run is required,
increase duct size from 6” to 7” or 8”.  If a reducer is used, install a long reducer instead of a pancake
reducer.  Reducing duct size will restrict airflow and decrease airflow, thus reduce duct size as far
away from opening as possible.

• If turns or transitions are required, install as far away from opening and as far apart, between two
(2), as possible.

• Minimum mount height between stove top to hood bottom should be no less than 24-inches and
no higher than 30-inches.

 • It is important to install the hood at the proper mounting height.  Hoods mounted too low could result
in heat damage and fire hazard; while hoods mounted too high may be hard to reach and will lose its
performance and efficiency.

• If available, also refer to stove top manufacturer’s height clearance requirements and recommended
hood mounting height above range.

CALCULATING VENT SYSTEM LENGTH:

To calculate the length of the system you need, deduct the equivalent feet for each vent piece used in the
system from the recommended maximum duct run.

Duct Run Calculation example:
One roof cap, two 90º elbows, and one 45º
elbow use
0ft + 9ft + 9ft + 5ft = 23ft used.
Deduct 23ft from 30ft, 7ft maximum
available for straight duct run.

�
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A- Top venting using 6” round damper: 
- If you require 6” round venting, keep the unit as provided in the packaging and install the round damper 

provided;  
- Position the damper on top of the unit and set in place with screws provided (See Pic 1 a, b, c) 
- Connect duct work to damper 
- Use Duct Tape to ensure joint is sealed and air tight 

Pic 1

A- Top venting using rectangular damper 
- If you require rectangular top (vertical) venting simply install the rectangular damper provided (See pic 2) 
- Connect duct work to damper 
- Use Duct Tape to ensure joint is sealed and air tight 

Pic 2 
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 Rear venting (horizontal) using rectangular damper 

Step 1: Prepare Range Hood 
- Remove unit from packaging 
- Position the unit on its back on a flat non abrasive surface - front facing you  (See pic 3) 
- Remove the 2 filters to allow access to the inside of the unit (See Pic 3) 
- Cut tie wraps so wires are free to move and be relocated (See Pic 4) 

Pic 3 Pic 4 

Step 2: Remove rear vent back plate (See Pic 5) 
- Position the unit face down on a flat non abrasive surface  - rear of product facing you 
- Remove the back plate by removing the 4 screws 

Pic 5 

B-
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Step 3: Relocate motor exhaust at the rear of unit 
- Position the unit on its back on a flat non abrasive surface – perpendicular to your working surface (See Pic 

6) 
- Place hand to hold motor in position and ensure weight of motor is well supported (See Pic 6) 

o This will ensure screws don’t get bent or broken 
- Remove 4 screws that hold motor in place on the top side of the hood 

o Ensure the motor weight is well supported by your hand as the last screw in place may break under
the weight of the motor

- Once the motor is set free from the hood, rotate motor clock wise to position venting outlet with rear 
rectangular hole, ensuring that: 

o Electric wire is located under the motor as you relocate the motor outlet (See Pic 7)
o Electric wire is not caught under the motor outlet (See Pic 8) 
o 4 holes are aligned with screw holes at the rear

- Put unit upside down so the screw holes securing the motor are in a position facing you 
- Install 4 screws to hold motor – Use a screw driver to perform operation – NOT A DRILL as it may strip the 

motor housing thread (See Pic 9) 

Pic 6 Pic 7 

Pic 8 Pic 9 
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Step 4: Install top vent plate and rear damper 
- Re-install the plate removed in step 2 to block top venting hole 

o Put plate in position and put in 4 screws from step 2 (See Pic 10) 
- Install rectangular air damper outlet on the rear vent location (See Pic 11) 
- Connect duct work to damper 
- Use Duct Tape to ensure joint is sealed and air tight 

Pic 10 Pic 11 
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